Addendum #2  
To Request for Proposal - Extension of Bid Due Date  
For Applebaum Storage Room Lab Conversion  
Applebaum Debrief Room Classroom Conversion  
Applebaum All Gender Restrooms:  
Project No:  603-352412  
Project No:  603-351775  
Project No:  603-350831  
Dated June 6, 2023

The Addendum must be acknowledged on your lump sum bid.

NOTE: You must have attended a Pre-Bid conference in order to be eligible to bid on a particular project. Receipt of minutes or addenda without being at a Pre-Bid conference does not qualify your company to bid.

Notification:

This Addendum serves as notification that the bid due date has changed from 6/30/2023 to **July 6, 2023**, by 2:00 p.m. (local time). This action is being taken to accommodate an additional addendum/ clarification that is being worked on and will be released shortly.

**Do not contact either FP&M or the Design Firm directly as this may result in disqualification of your proposal.**

Thank you for interest shown in working with Wayne State University.

Robert Kuhn, Sr. Buyer, in place of  
Kimberly Tomaszewski  
Senior Buyer

CC: Victoria LaLonde (Project Manager), Kim Tomaszewski, Attendee list.